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Celebrating Our Home Away From Home

UAE National Day 2020

“There is no glory without the glory
of the country and its citizens…”

- H. H. Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan -
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Our Flag, Our Pride!

OOB celebrated the UAE Flag day with great serenity
and respect. At the stroke of 11 a.m., the Principal &
CEO of OOB, Mr. Srivalsan Murugan hoisted the
National Flag. This was closely followed by a plethora
of activities organized to reiterate the unifying bond of
the nation. Collaborative sessions held by Arabic and
Social Science departments were a sight to behold.

"Raise it high, Raise it proud!"
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#HopeForHope

Our exuberant students in Junior Middle
portrayed a phenomenal patriotic spirit as
they enthusiastically participated in
various activities centered around
exploring space in classrooms as the
Hope Probe made its grand entry into the
orbit of the Red Planet - MARS.

‘…MISSION ACCOMPLISHED…’
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TEDxOOBSchool

The 5th edition of the prestigious TEDxOOBSchool 2020

was held virtually on the 26th of November 2020,

showcasing fifteen thought-provoking talks on fifteen

electrifying ideas centered around the unique theme ‘Learn to

Unlearn’. Major Mohammed Ali Shah, an experienced TED

speaker, provided immense guidance to the students to

enhance their talks diligently. Seven speakers from the

invited schools and eight from OOB spoke on various ideas

worth spreading. The flawless event received stupendous

appreciation and applause from the audience.

'Learn To Unlearn'
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“…BECAUSE EDUCATION 

IS EVERYONE'S BUSINESS…!”

“If you are planning for a lifetime, educate the people.”

RewirED Talks helps catalyze a global

conversation on how education and learning need

to be reshaped to address the challenges of today

and prepare for tomorrow. RewirED Talks at

OOB, saw the panelists indulge in a lively

conversation on topics that aimed at rewiring

education for a prosperous and sustainable future.

RewirED Talks
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TELLER OF TALES

The English Department had the unique
opportunity to participate in a session on
Multi-Modality in story-telling facilitated by
Mr. Shyam Nair. The session emphasized the
importance of integrating language teaching
pedagogy with theatre in education.

"The human species thinks in

metaphors and learns through stories."
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MOTIVATING & MINDFUL

OOB had the exquisite opportunity to

partner with Aster Volunteers to host a one-of-

a-kind webinar titled ‘Mental Health during the

pandemic’ under the aegis of their Back-to-

School series of webinars and workshops. The

session was facilitated by Dr. Arun Kumar

(MBBS, MD, DNB – Psychiatry) and Dr. Sunil

Raj (MBBS, DoH, MD- Pediatrics).

“Asking for help is a courageous step”
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GLORIOUSLY GREEN

To create an awareness amongst the students
about sustainable practices and the need for
pesticide free food, OOB inaugurated
its pioneering 'Organic Farming Project' on
the 10th of December 2020.

Big step or small step, they all matter…
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POWERFUL
PARTNERSHIPS

“The key to educational success is hard work 

and parental engagement”

The plethora of activities conducted during the

‘OOB Parental Engagement Week' drew

encouraging responses from parents. The

classrooms reverberated with a range of fun-

filled and interesting activities which were a

huge learning experience for the students.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

#LWA2020

The grand finale of the Look Who’s Answering 2020-21, for

grades 1 – 10, saw the finalists vying for the title of the Look

Who's Answering Champion. Roshin Rajesh Chilamban

(Group-1), Shaurya Sanup Krishna (Group-2), Amarnath

Sreevalsan (Group-3), Sreerag Sreejith (Group-4), Pranav

Rajesh Chilamban (Group-5) and Anirudha Bhat Nekkare

(Group-6) were crowned Champions in their respective

group. Mr. Rajesh Chilamban was declared the winner of

The Look Who's Answering Now 2020-21, Parents' Quiz.

“…We Quiz, therefore we are…”
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CELEBRATING EXCELLENCE

On April 14, 2021 under the aegis of the
Student Council, academic excellence was
celebrated by honoring 30 distinguished
students of grades 10 and 12 with the Ace
Scholar Badge . Fourteen deserving students
out of these received the Triple Ace scholar
badge. Om Girishkant Gupta from Grade 12
A, emerged as the only recipient of the Six
Ace Scholar award for the academic year
2020-21. Kudos Om!

“ …The Sky is never the Limit…!”
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Do your Part.

#BeCyberSmart

To augment the vision of a safer internet, 453

OOBites from grades 10-12 actively participated in the

Cyber Safety Awareness webinar hosted by the

University of Stirling, UK. The event provided the

attendees with a wider insight into the multidimensional

world of digital technology and the threats posed by

cybercrime.

“…If you want to be future-ready,

you need to be cyber-ready first…!”
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Social Studies Week

'Climate Change' was the theme of the

Social Studies week. The OOB Middle

School classrooms were abuzz with a

range of exciting activities such as short

story writing, article writing, poster making

and many more which gave the students an

opportunity to display their creativity.

“Social Studies is the
science for Change Makers”
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INTERNATIONAL

MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY

With the aim to promote multilingualism and
to express the significance of our mother
tongue, students of the Middle School
celebrated the ‘InternationalMother Language
Day’ on the 21st of February 2021. The
students creatively expressed their emotions
for the language through poems, articles,
posters and a variety of dialogues and
discussions held on a diverse range of topics.

“...Language is the roadmap of a culture…”
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On the occasion of 'Safer Internet Day',

Tuesday 9th February, the students of

the Junior Middle Department, engaged

in many elaborate discussions, poster

making activities and much more, to raise

awareness on the protection of children

and youth online.

THE VACCINE OF

CYBER SECURITY

“…Together For a Better

& Safer Internet…”
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The Primary Math Fest was an
amalgamation of a series of
activities designed to ignite a new
and exciting passion amongst the
junior OOBites. The students actively
participated in the competitions,
thus making the event a huge success.

PRIMARY MATH FEST

{ Mathematics = Brainstorming }
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GENIUS HOUR

The students of the Primary Department got

an exquisite opportunity to explore the world of

science and advanced technology as they embarked

on an exciting journey aptly called the ‘Genius

Hour’. The young minds immersed themselves in the

advances in the tech-industry and had an overview of

the technicalities involved in the working of day-to-

day digital products.

“It's still magic, even if
you know how it's done…”
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Our Own Tiny Tots displayed a deep sense of

sportsmanship on the glorious occasion of the first

ever virtual Annual Sports Day hosted by the

Kindergarten Department at OOB. Their

commitment, zeal and everlasting excitement truly

inspired the audience to maintain a positive

attitude and more importantly stay physically and

mentally fit during these challenging times.

VIRTUAL SPORTS DAY

“Sport igniteS the ability to never quit...”
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The Kindergarteners at OOB celebrated
the ‘International LEGO Day’ with great
zeal and enthusiasm. The wide array of
fun activities ignited their skills in
innovation and creativity. The event
showcased ways to develop fine motor
skills and boost the critical thinking skills
of the students.

L.E.G.O DAY!!!

“…The mind is not a vessel to be

filled, but a fire to be kindled...”
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Based on the UAE rankings, our own Aditya Radha
Krishnan Nair of 12D, has secured the 1st position in
English and the 5th in Economics. Well, that’s not all –

Shafeeq Ahamed of 11D secured the 3rd position in
Chemistry. In the UAE Olympiad rankings, besides
clinching the 2nd position in Cyber, Shubhankar Ghosh
of 11B secured the 3rd position in Physics and 6th position
in Chemistry respectively. From the primary school,
Kanishk Thawrani of 4B secured the 7th position in Cyber
Olympiad. Take a bow.

OUTSTANDING 
OLYMPIANS
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MASE MAGIC

The 14th edition of the biggest Inter-School Medical and
Science Exhibition 'MASE', organized by the Gulf Medical
University, Ajman, saw OOBites shine and emerge with flying
colours. Joel Jiji (12C), Abel Makil (11E) and Gilchrist
Taweres (10G) were the proud recipients of the Jury and
Viewer's Choice Category awards at the prestigious event.
Kudos to the crew!

"Innovation - the key to our future"
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Quizzing
Extraordinaire

OOBite quizzing aficionados - Anirudha Bhatt

(12B) and Benson Binoy (11C) clinched the first

place in the 'Modern World Quiz' hosted by the

GEMS Modern Academy on the 8th of December

2020. Well Done, Champions!

“We quiz, therefore we are''
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Conversations for Change

AKNS VIRTUAL MAJLIS

The students at OOB had the unique opportunity to

experience an extraordinary dimension of dialogue,

debate and discussion as they participated in the Al

Khaleej National School Virtual Majlis with students

from across the UAE. The talks were held on various

topics of national and global interest ranging from

sustainable cities and communities to the influence of

technological advancement on humanity.

“Deep conversations with
the right people are priceless''
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Hindi Pratibha Sangam

Khush Sheth (9J) secured the 3rd Place in

'Mono Act' competition and Febin Noble

(9H) bagged the 2nd Place in 'Advertisement

Making' competition in the 'Inter-School

Hindi Pratibha Sangam' - a cultural fest

hosted by the United Indian School.

Congratulations Khush & Febin! You

have certainly made OOB proud.

“Hindi is the soul of Indian Culture”
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Hearty Congratulations to Arjun Suresh Verma from our
Middle School Department for securing the first place in
the Senior Category and Hamad Baig of our Primary
Department for achieving the Special Mentions Award in
the Junior Category at the inter-school Story Narration
Competition organized by the Ryan International School.
You have certainly made us proud…!

ASTONISHING 
ACHIEVEMENTS
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Mind -Blowing Montage

Our Own Lil’ Champs participated in an

array of competitions and earned laurels &

accolades by winning coveted positions in

different categories in the virtual Inter-

School competition 'Montage 2020',

conducted by the JSS Private School, Dubai.

“…PREPARED TOWIN…”
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Club-O-Byte
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Generation

Global Club

The newly inaugurated Generation Global Club
held more than 12 interactive sessions for its
members this Academic Year! The Club
members were also part of three global video
conferences which included the very first video
conference in the Arabic language with schools
in Jordan and Lebanon.

“…Navigating Difference through Dialogue…"
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